
A slime based RPG experience.



Artist Statement

One thing I love about art is its ability to allow people to express aspects of themselves in 
whatever they create. While I love dark and moody art as I evolve as a person I find myself 
drawing with more bright visuals channeling my joy and love comedy into my art as I discover 
myself more.



Thesis Statement (1) 

My goal was to take the traditional RPG experience and compress it down into a more comedic 
take of a hero's journey from the standpoint of one of an RPG’s weakest enemy types: The slime.



Thesis Statement (2)

How did I arrive at an answer to my problem?

Simplified Choices
Limiting the overall 
choices to play into 
the compressed 
journey.

Illustrative Style
Using a more 
illustrative flat style 
that opposes the 
traditionally serious 
designs present in 
many RPG’s to 
further highlight the 
comedy aspect.



What is the story of the game?



Pinnie
Personality: Impulsive, Overconfident, 
Rash, Thuggish.

Always first to throw a punch, thinks 
he’s way tougher than he actually is.
Pinnie is a reliable pal through and 
through, and is fast friends with 
Cubbo.



Blong
Airheaded, Plucky, Ray of Sunshine.

Definitely the heart and soul of the 
current group, always keeping spirits 
high. They are a natural at healing, 
and have know Ace the longest.



Cubbo
Silent, Lackadaisical, Sluggish, A little 
psycho.

Cubbo is definitely the silent badass of 
the group. They are one tough customer, 
even though they may not always know 
what's going on. Lucky they have friends 
to keep him from getting lost anymore.



Ace

Prideful, Confident, a Natural Leader.

The leader of the current party of 
slimes, he thinks very highly of himself 
and his comrades and may be just what 
they need to succeed.
Ace is friend to all slimes, enemy to all 
who trample them underfoot.



The Enemies

The Wizard
A magically gifted adventurer with 
a weak constitution, don't 
underestimate them through their 
magic is quite powerful.

High Damage - Low Health

The Rogue
A edgy fellow in a cloak, they kill, 
they steal, and so much more. A 
true generalist with abilities to 
match.

Neutral Damage - Neutral Health

The Druid
Wearing the skull of ram with a 
staff of mahogany the Druid has a 
bit more stamina than their Wizard 
counterparts at the cost of 
damage.

Neutral Damage - High Health

The Knight
Heavy armor, a steadfast 
personality, and a razor sharp 
sword. If you see him coming you 
better beware.

High Damage - High Health



The Demon Lord

Lord of the Demons
A newly hired demon to the 
position of Demon Lord. He really 
has no idea what he’s doing, or 
what he may have gotten himself 
into.

He like long walks, sleeping in 
late, and iced coffee.

Insane Health - Neutral Damage



Hollow Knight

Slime Rancher

OFF

Games that inspired my art

Games that thematically inspired me to use the style I went with in the first place.



Games that inspired me mechanically

A brief showing of games that inspired me to create an RPG.

Final Fantasy

Mario & Luigi Partners in Time

Earthbound



Video Demo

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QNxl-1KMEeJlIQacU6cIp-h8YuMz5VjS/preview


Future Plans

I think if I were to continue with this project but would change gears slightly and add more to the experience.

Add more slimes/ RPG mechanics:

Add more slimes for party variance 
and perhaps add some status effects 
to add some further slime based 
comedy into the mix.
(Save mechanic, Leveling, etc.)

More Level:

Definitely would want to increase the 
level lengths and add more zones to 
explore as well as secrets for players 
to find.

More Comedy:

Adding more dialogue and 
opportunities to play on the comedy. 
As well as cutscenes to highlight 
these moments as well.
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Thank you for your time!

Have any questions, comments, or suggestions please send them 
via email to, Smoffett@student.cia.edu

mailto:Smoffett@student.cia.edu

